Stability and networks of hydrogen bonds of the collagen triple helical structure: influence of pH and chaotropic nature of three anions.
The thermal stability of the trimeric species formed by seven type I collagen CNBr peptides was determined at neutral and acidic pH. Melting temperature of peptide trimers and free energy change for monomer to trimer transition were used as indices of trimer stability. A greater stability at neutral pH than at acidic pH was found for all peptides analysed because in most conditions an entropic gain overwhelms an enthalpic cost. Enthalpic reasons are prevailing only in some conditions of the more acidic peptides. The overlap zone of type I collagen fibrils is more basic than the gap zone and is therefore more sensitive to variations of pH from neutral to acidic, e.g. in bone degradation when osteoclasts acidify the lacuna lying between cell and bone. Peptide trimer stability in neutral conditions is influenced also by the chaotropic nature and the concentration of three anions: chloride, sulfate and phosphate. This was more evident for sulfate at the highest concentration used (0.5 M) when a greater stability is caused by entropic reasons. The contribution of hydroxyproline to the stability of peptide trimers is greater at neutral than at acidic pH, particularly at the highest concentration of sulfate. All our data indicate that pH, chaotropic nature and concentration of three anions influence the networks of hydrogen bonds present in the collagen triple helical structure.